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Abstract- Unimodal biometric framework has pulled in different analysts and made incredible progress. Unimodal framework alone
will be unable to meet the expanding prerequisite of high precision in the present biometric framework. Single biometric frameworks
experience the ill effects of numerous difficulties, for example, loud information, non-all inclusiveness and satire assaults. Multimodal
biometric frameworks can illuminate these confinements successfully by utilizing at least two individual modalities. In this strategy
combination of iris, fingerprint and face qualities are utilized with the end goal to enhance the exact security of the framework and to
recognize the human. The principle intention is to investigate whether the combination of iris, fingerprint and face biometric can
accomplish execution that may not be conceivable utilizing a solitary biometric technology. The framework is connected at the
coordinating score level, with different standardization and combination run the show. The individual coordinating scores produced in
the wake of coordinating of question pictures with database pictures are passed to the combination module. Combination module
performs score standardization and combination of standardized scores by weighted whole runs the show. Algorithms used for iris,
fingerprint and face traits are Image Pre-Processing Step 1– Image Denoising (Restoration) 2d Hybrid Bilateral Filter, Image
Enhancement Using Wavelet Transform And Short Time Fourier Transform (Hybrid Transformation) and Face Recognition Using
Pca Eigen Matrix Principle. Coordinating various biometric characteristics enhances acknowledgment execution and lessens fake
access. The proposed multimodal biometric framework conquers the impediments of individual biometric frameworks and
furthermore meets the reaction time and in addition the precision pre-requisites.
Keywords - Unimodal Biometric, Image Pre-processing step 1– Image Denoising (Restoration) 2d Hybrid Bilateral Filter, Image
Enhancement using Wavelet Transform and Short Time Fourier Transform (Hybrid Transformation), Face Recognition Using PCA
Eigen Matrix Principle
I.

INTRODUCTION

Multimodal biometric acknowledgment frameworks
are required to be more dependable due to the nearness of
various, genuinely autonomous bits of proof. These
frameworks give adequate populace inclusion different
qualities to address the issue of non-comprehensiveness. They
also deter spoofing since it would be difficult for an impostor
to spoof multiple biometric traits of a genuine user
simultaneously. A generic biometric system consists of four
modules namely sensor module, feature extraction module,
matcher module and decision module. In a multimodal
biometric system, fusion can be performed depending upon
the type of information available in any of these modules.
According to Sanderson and Paliwal various levels of
fusion can be classified into two broad categories: fusion
before matching and fusion after matching. This classification
is based upon the fact that once the matcher of a biometric
system is invoked, the amount of information available to the
system drastically decreases. Fusion prior to matching
includes fusion at the sensor and feature extraction levels and
fusion after matching includes fusion at the match score and
decision levels. It is generally believed that a fusion scheme
applied as early as possible in the recognition system is more

effective. The amount of information available to the system
gets compressed as one proceeds from the sensor module to
the decision module. Next to the feature sets, the match scores
output by the different matchers contain the richest
information about the input pattern and also it is relatively
easy to access and combine the scores. Therefore, fusion at the
match score level is the most common approach in multimodal
biometric systems. An iris-fingerprint-face recognition system
which overcomes a number of inherent difficulties of the
individual biometric traits is developed. All the three traits
perform better individually but fail under certain conditions.
Face acknowledgment is well disposed and non-obtrusive
however its precision is influenced by light, posture and
outward appearance.
In case of fingerprint recognition poor quality
fingerprint image may create problem. The enhancement
module recovers the ridges present but the loss due to cuts and
scars present on the fingerprint image may create problem in
extraction of minute points. The biometric furnishes a bigger
surface territory contrasted and the unique mark, with the goal
that more highlights can be separated for individual
acknowledgment It is non intrusive and has accuracy higher
than fingerprint. The general biometric system is shown
below.
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segmentation techniques image. These techniques are applied
on three satellite images to choose base guesses for threshold
segmentation image.
Patnaiket al presented an image compression method
using auto-associative neural network and embedded zero-tree
coding. The role of the neural network (NN) is to decompose
the image stage by stage, which enabled analysis similar to
wavelet decomposition. This works on the principle of
principal component extraction (PCE). Network training is
achieved through a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm.
The coefficients are arranged in a four-quadrant sub-band
structure. The zero-tree coding algorithm is employed to
quantize the coefficients. The system outperformed the
embedded zero-tree wavelet scheme in a rate-distortion sense,
with best perceptual quality for a given compression ratio.

Figure 1.1 General Biometric Systems

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Many of the techniques of digital image processing,
or digital picture processing as it often was called, were
developed in the 1960s at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Bell Laboratories, and
University of Maryland.
Suezou Nakadateet al studied the use of digital image
processing technique for electronic speckle pattern
interferometry. A digital TV-image processing system with a
large frame memory allows them to perform precise and
flexible operations such as subtraction, summation, and level
slicing. Digital image processing techniques made it easy
compared with analog techniques to generate high contrast
fringes.
Satoshi Kawataet al studied the characteristics of the
iterative image-restoration. An iterative method for solving
simultaneous linear equations for image restoration has an
inherent problem of convergence. The introduction of the
procedure called “reblur” solved this convergence problem.
This reblurring procedure also served to suppress noise
amplification. Two-dimensional simulations using this method
indicated that a noisy image degraded by linear motion can be
well restored without noticeable noise amplification.
William H highlighted the progress in the image
processing and analysis of digital images during the past ten
years. The topics included digitization and coding, filtering,
enhancement, and restoration, reconstruction from projections,
hardware and software, feature detection, matching,
segmentation, texture and shape analysis, and pattern
recognition and scene analysis.

Hasan
Demirel
presented
another
face
acknowledgment strategy dependent on the dark level coevent framework (GLCM). GLCM speaks to the
disseminations of the powers and the data about relative places
of neighboring pixels of a picture. Two techniques were being
proposed to extricate include vectors utilizing GLCM for face
characterization. The principal strategy extricates the
outstanding Haralick highlights from the GLCM, and the
second technique specifically utilizes GLCM by changing
over the grid into a vector that can be utilized in the order
procedure. The results demonstrated that the second method,
which uses GLCM directly, is superior to the first method that
uses the feature vector containing the statistical haralick
features in both nearest neighbor and neural networks
classifiers. The proposed GLCM based face acknowledgment
framework not just beats understood methods, for example,
foremost segment investigation and straight discriminator
examination, yet in addition has practically identical execution
with neighborhood double examples and Gabor-wavelet.
III. EXISTING METHOD
The biometric recognition system is implemented by
applying any one biometric feature based template matching
technique for person authentication. The biometric can be iris,
face, fingerprint, knuckle, etc. However, recognizing
fingerprints in poor quality images is still a very complex
problem.
DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM

S V Ahmed discussed the work prepared by
concentrating upon the simulation and image processing
aspects in the transmission of data over the subscriber lines for
the development of an image processing system for eye
statistics from eye.



Salem Saleh Al-amriet al attempted to undertake the
study of segmentation image techniques by using five
threshold methods as Mean method, P-tile method, Histogram
Dependent Technique (HDT), Edge Maximization Technique
(EMT) and visual Technique and they are compared with one
another so as to choose the best technique for threshold







The wavelet transform is proposed in the base paper for
ridge structure enhancement purpose. Still the upgraded
picture is poor.
In fingerprint ridges and furrows are discontinuous to
recognize the image in wireless networks. The leads to
poor accuracy.
In the existing system, only the one biometric (for
example, iris or fingerprint) is implemented.
In case of iris, pupil centroid estimation is approximated.
So the approximation will not give the high accurate
recognition of person.
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The existing system is completely dependent on the pixel
intensity. The low intensity pixels cannot be enhanced
properly by applying the time (spatial) domain.
The existing system did not have any digital filter to
remove the random noise, Gaussian noise, salt and
pepper.
The enhanced image quality of existing system was poor
in terms of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and has
high MSE (Mean Square Error).
After enhancement, the ridges and furrows are
discontinuous.
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through each component of the channel framework. The area
picture X and picture Y is computed so that for the inside
component of the channel it will be x, y, however for alternate
components it will be a pixel from the picture to one side,
right, best or base of x, y. It's modulo separated through the
width (w) or tallness (h) of the picture with the goal that pixels
outside the picture will be folded over. Before modulo
partitioning it, w or h are likewise added to it, since this
modulo division doesn't work accurately for negative qualities.
Presently, pixel (- 1, - 1) will effectively move toward
becoming pixel (w-1, h-1).

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
A.
IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING STEP 1– IMAGE
DENOISING (RESTORATION) 2D HYBRID BILATERAL
FILTER
The minimum mind boggling and best analyzed
scattering system for smoothing pictures is to apply a straight
dispersal process. We will base on the association between
direct scattering filtering and the convolution with a Gaussian,
examine its smoothing properties for the image and also its
subordinates, and overview the focal properties of the
Gaussian scale-space induced by straight dispersal isolating.
This activity where you take the aggregate of results
of components from two 2D capacities, where you let one of
the two capacities move over each component of the other
capacity, is called Convolution or Correlation. The contrast
among Convolution and Correlation is that for Convolution
you need to reflect the channel grid, however for the most part
it's symmetrical at any rate so there's no distinction.
There are few standards about the channel:
• Its size must be uneven,
•It doesn't need to, yet the entirety of all components of the
channel ought to be 1 on the off chance that you need the
subsequent picture to have indistinguishable brilliance from
the first.
•If the entirety of the components is bigger than 1, the
outcome will be a more splendid picture, and if it's littler than
1, a darker picture. In the event that the total is 0, the
subsequent picture isn't really totally dark; however it'll be
exceptionally dull.
Picture channels aren't practical for ongoing
applications and recreations yet, however they're valuable in
picture preparing. Here's the code that'll be utilized to
experiment with various channels. Aside from utilizing a
channel grid, it likewise has a multiplier factor and an
inclination.
The aftereffect of one pixel is put away in buoys red,
green and blue, before changing over it to the number an
incentive in the outcome cradle.
The channel count itself is a 4-twofold circle that
needs to experience each pixel of the picture, and afterward

Figure 4.1 The nonlinearity qualitative shape g (.)
B. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT USING WAVELET
TRANSFORM AND SHORT TIME FOURIER
TRANSFORM
(HYBRID TRANSFORMATION)
Wavelet transform is a good tool for non-stationary
signal processing and has a wide range of application. In this
paper a Hybrid wavelet based method for fingerprint image
enhancement has been proposed. In our algorithm Hybrid
wavelet and STFT analysis is used for this purpose.
The Hybrid wavelet transform (Wavelet Transform +
Short Time Fourier Transform) is used to convert the spatial
domain image into frequency domain image. During the
image enhancement, after converting spatial to frequency
domain, all the low frequency pixels are properly enhanced by
the proposed method. Contrast defines the difference between
lowest and highest intensity level. Higher the value of contrast
means more difference between lowest and highest intensity
level.
The calculation is as per the following:
STEP 1
Right off the bat, the picture is partitioned into w×w noncovered squares,
STEP 2
For each square pixel (x, y) , process a l ×w arranged window,
where l along the inclination heading, and l = 32 , w along the
edge bearing of the unique mark point (I, j) , and w =16, w is
more noteworthy than the width of the square .
STEP 3
Ascertain the mean estimation of all the points along the w
course, meant by M[k].
STEP 4
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M[k] frames a discrete sin wave; the recurrence is the
equivalent as the unique mark edge recurrence. Let V (I, j) is
the quantity of pixels in M[k] between two consistent
pinnacle, at that point the unique mark edge recurrence is f (I,
j) =1/V (I, j), if there is no pinnacle, recurrence is 0.
C.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM 3 FACE
RECOGNITION USING PCA EIGEN MATRIX PRINCIPLE
We have actualized a productive framework to
perceive faces from pictures with some close ongoing
varieties. Our methodology basically was to execute and
confirm the calculation Eigen faces for Recognition, which
takes care of the acknowledgment issue for 2-D picture of
faces, utilizing the important part examination. The face
pictures are foreseen onto a face space (feature space) which
best describes the assortment the known test pictures. The face
space is described by the eigen faces which are the
eigenvectors of the plan of faces. These eigen faces don't
generally identify with the specific features clear like ears,
eyes and noses. The projection of the new picture in this
component space is then appeared differently in relation to the
open projections of planning set to recognize the person.
Further, the count is contacted see the character and sex of a
man with different presentations and certain assortments like
scaling. Face acknowledgment can be connected for a wide
assortment of issues like picture and film handling, human-PC
association, criminal distinguishing proof etc. This has
persuaded analysts to create computational models to
recognize the faces, which are generally straightforward and
simple to actualize. The model created in is straightforward,
quick and exact in compelled environments.
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eigenfaces. For example, if there are M pictures in the
planning set, we would get M eigenfaces. Out of these,
equitable M' eigenfaces are decided to such a degree, to the
point that they are connected with the greatest eigenvalues.
These would navigate the M'- dimensional subspace 'go up
against space' out of all the possible pictures (picture
space).The face picture is then named one of the countenances
with least Euclidean separation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.2.(a) The confront space and the three anticipated
pictures on it. Here u1 and u2 are the eigen faces.
Figure 4.2.(b) The anticipated face from the preparation
database.

EIGEN FACE APPROACH
The information speculation approach of encoding
and interpreting face pictures expels the pertinent information
in a face picture, encode it as profitably as could sensibly be
normal and difference it and database of similarly encoded
appearances. The encoding is done using features which may
be phenomenal or independent than the especially observed
features like eyes, ears, nose, lips, and hair. Numerically,
premier section examination approach will treat each image of
the arrangement set as a vector in a high dimensional space.
The eigenvectors of the covariance framework of these vectors
would combine the assortment among the face pictures. By
and by each image in the arrangement set would have its
pledge to the eigenvectors (assortments). This can be appeared
as an 'eigenface' addressing its responsibility in the assortment
between the photos. These Eigen faces look like spooky
pictures and some of them are showed up in figure 2.In each
eigenface some sort of facial assortment can be seen which
goes wrong from the primary picture. The high dimensional
space with all the eigenfaces is known as the image space
(feature space). In like manner, each image is extremely a
straight blend of the eigenfaces. The proportion of overall
assortment that one eigenface implies, is extremely known by
the eigenvalue related with the looking at eigenvector. If the
eigenface with little eigenvalues are overlooked, by then an
image can be a straight mix of decreased no of these

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This project deals with the feature extraction of iris,
fingerprint and face traits for authentication purpose using the
above discussed algorithms. Finally by fusing each models
using correlation analysis based algorithm the person is
checked whether authorized or not. The simulation results are
as follows:
IRIS

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)
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Figure 5.1 Simulation output for iris (a) Sample iris (b) Canny
Edge Detection Image (c) Maxima values of iris (d) Binary
image of iris (e) Hough circle of iris
FINGERPRINT IMAGE
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 Face recognition

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.4 ROC curve
(e)
VI.

(f)

Figure 5.2 Fingerprint Recognition (a) Sample
fingerprint (b) High quality enhanced image (c) Minutia
Detection (d) Minutia Detection after filteration (e)
Dialog box for matching percentage result (f) Dialog
box for recognized fingerprint

CONCLUSION

In this the face affirmation structure using Principal
Component Examination and Eigen go up against
methodology is completed. The system viably seen the human
faces and worked better in different conditions of faces
presentation. Unique mark picture examination for
programmed distinguishing proof innovation has been
produced for use in various real applications. Important
industries affected by this technology include network security
and protection, smart money, ATM transaction, and biometric
identifier systems for many major government sectors. This
has presented an iris recognition system using Gabor Filter. It
is tested using CASIA image database of grey scale eye
images to verify the claimed performance of iris recognition
technology. The performance of iris recognition system highly
depends on edge detection. The results are compared using
Gabor Filter with Wavelet Transform method. Results have
demonstrated 97% accuracy rate with a relatively rapid
execution time.
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